
January 5, 2018

Most often New Year’s has been a time of partying, a lost night devoted to excess, football, and forgetting about what is going
on in your life. This intensive evening is then followed by some reflection to create new intentions to make some desired
changes. Too often, however, these resolutions are knee jerk responses to what is not going right in our lives, destined for mixed
results as they really lack substance. Well, that is one way to acknowledge the movement from one year to the next…

An alternative is to engage in a powerful evening of clearing the energetic debris of your past, reclaiming your center,
reawakening your Divine Design, clarifying your intentions and setting them into magnetic motion, and celebrating in a fun and
magical experience that leaves you humming in a new higher vibration.

You are invited to join like minded, like-energied people to consciously create an
evening of letting go, opening up, setting intention, and celebrating…together. These
times are about Oneness and Community, so let us begin a new paradigm in a
conscious state and put it into motion through thought, feeling, and action. Let us
ignite the new year with full awareness of the new way things are…discovering for
ourselves the unfolding majesty of this Earth plane we find ourselves inhabiting.

We shall experience some of the following:

○ Music for Celebration and Journey

○ Group Singing

○ Group Chanting and Mantra Sessions

○ Chakra Clearings through Color,
Sound, Vibration,  and Voice

○ Guided Empowerments

○ Information Sharing

○ Personal and Group Interactive
Intentional Exercises

○ Reawakening of Inner knowing

○ Movement and Community Dancing

○ Energy Expansion

○ Visioning and Intention Setting

○ Play and Delight and Celebration

○ Community Connection

○ And more…

Details

Date: January 5, 2018

Time: 7 PM to 9:30-ish PM

Investment: $15

Location: Unity of San Luis Obispo
  1130 Orcutt Rd, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Contact:  Call Mark at 805.927.2416
after January 1 for additional information

email: mark@musicforeverysoul.com

Wear comfortable clothing and bring water and snacks

Music for Every Soul

Mark Stanton Welch
PO Box 1331 Cambria CA 93428

1.877.427.5855
Email: mark@musicforeverysoul.com

Website: www.musicforeverysoul.com

“Enter this time of Holy Invitation To celebrate life
A billion years we have been in preparation
Well, now the time is here for us
To free up every part of us
Step into the Whole of what we are
 -A Better Time
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A Celebration of Re-Awakening
Facilitated by Mark Stanton Welch

A Sound Alchemy Event at Unity of San Luis Obispo


